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Abstract. Critical Infrastructures (CIs) are complex systems with a set of
individual elements, such as buildings and facilities, technological
equipment and energy supply networks, engineering, technology and other
communications. The system criteria of Critical Infrastructures stability
and their threshold are shown in the paper. The main criterion of CIs
protection is engineering and functional stability. And the special criteria
are the next: the criterion of work safety; the criterion of environmental
safety; the criterion of energy safety; the criterion of resource safety
(resource using in CIs); the criterion of CIs’ automation level; the criterion
of technological equipment safety; the criterion of reliability of project
design solution; the criterion of engineering systems reliability; the
criterion of engineering safety; the criterion of explosion and fire safety.
The algorithm for evaluation of Critical Infrastructures stability is
formulated in this paper.

1 Introduction
For many years the basis for the development of standards and regulations of critical
infrastructures stability was the concept of absolute security, which began on the dawn of
the technological revolution [2]. The idea of absolute security concept is based on the strict
regulatory approach and it is a logical analysis of possible initiating events of emergency
situations at the facility. It helps to model the factors influencing at the facility and to
develop a system of compulsory measures to reduce possible losses. The main advantage of
the absolute security concept is the fact that over the time it has evolved and nowadays it
includes statistics of accidents and their consequences. In addition, when we use this
approach, the security measures are installed as required, and their implementation is
supported legally, so their performance are easy to control. For example, if a set of
measures for particular class facilities is made, it is believed that this facility is absolutely
secure, but the reliability of the technical means is implemented and staff actions aren’t
always correct. So the adequacy of selected measures can be evaluated only by experience,
because otherwise the concept of absolute security contradicts to probabilistic laws of
nature.
Currently one more concept is used widely in the industrialized countries. It is the
concept of acceptable risk.
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In foreign and Russian literature [2], as well as to the authors’ research work, preference
is given to the second probabilistic approach of acceptable risk. This concept helps to
define a quantitative evaluation of risk level; to simulate ways of transition emergencies
situations to accidents accompanied by affecting factors; to establish acceptable levels of
risk and etc.
According to [3,14] the authors consider that risk is a hazardous events measure which
characterize the probability of arise accident or disaster and scale of their consequences.
The probabilistic concept of acceptable risk bases on the evaluation of the security index.
And the adequacy of the chosen measures can be estimated only by using this security
index.
So it is necessary to develop some index, which can help us to make a clear conclusion
about CIs stability level. In practice this index is called a criterion.
CIs are complex systems with a set of individual elements, such as buildings and
facilities, technological equipment and energy supply networks, engineering, technology
and other communications, so we have to make a system of criteria, which helps us to
determine the composition of protected and secured working space for Cis [6,7,16].

2 Methodologies
In our research work a criterion of CIs stability is a limit value of quantitative and
qualitative indexes which characterizes state of CIs and the conditions of their operation.
The analysis of actual research works in the field of our study [1,4,5,8-11,12,15,18]
helps us to identify the main requirements for the criteria of CIs stability. They are the
following:
- the criterion should be complete and reflect main types of security threats;
- the criterion should be consistent and integrated;
- the criterion should have a minimum dimension.
Than we use method of expert evaluation for determining main criteria of critical
infrastructures stability. This method is a part of decision science, and there are two groups
of expert evaluation. The first group is based on individual opinions of different experts,
and the second group consists of the collective experts’ opinion.
In our study the group of experts from different organizations was formed. They are:
- the specialists of Russian and foreign universities;
- the heads of fuel and energy complex enterprise;
- the specialists of EMERCOM of Russia and etc.
The stability of CIs is a complex notion, that’s why we decide to divide stability of CIs
for two types: engineering and functional. We formed list of 70 criteria which could
characterize engineering and functional stability of CIs. Later we used a ranking method to
determine the most important of them. The experts arranged all criteria in the descending
order of properties characterized stability of CIs. At the end of the experiment we got 10
criteria. But these criteria characterize stability of CIs different, and later we determine
what criterion is more important and calculate their specific weight. Specific weight of
criterion of CIs stability is a number from 0 to 1, which is proportional to its importance.
There is an algorithm of expert evaluation method in the fig.1.
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Fig. 1. An algorithm of expert evaluation method.

The number of experts can be determined through
analysis result, which lays in the range from 0 to 1:

coefficient of mistake of expert

n≥0.5*(0.33/b+5)

(1)

where n is the number of experts; b is the coefficient of mistake of expert analysis
result.
When b=10%, n≥0.5*(0.33/0.1+5) ≥4.15, so there must be about 4 people in the expert
group. The level of decision importance is very high, so we adopt the specified accuracy of
the results about 95%, B=0.95.
The minimum number of experts we can determine by next formula (2):
N

B 2  ra  r0 0.952 * 0.95 * 0.05

 17.1475
2
0.052

(2)

where rа is the proportion of sample elements with the presence of the specified
attribute; r0 is the proportion of sample elements without the presence of the specified
attribute; B is the accuracy of the results and Δ is a coverage error.
So the minimum number of experts is about 17 people.
In practice the minimum number of experts leads to unreliability opinion of the expert
group, but maximum number of experts is not good too. In our research work we use next
conventional formula for determination experts’ number [17]:
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n

mM 0 ( M 0  1)
M0

mM 0   (i)

1

(3)

i 1

where M0 is the original number of experts; m is the number of experts are called by
each respondent.
In case when expert from the original number of experts calls the person who is not
from this group, than  1 , otherwise  0 .
For determination of specific weight of criterion of CIs stability 15 people were invited
and M 0  15 . Each expert called some new experts, so we determined 12 more people.
And the final number of experts became:
M0

M 0   (i)  15  12  27

(4)

i 1

3 Criteria of critical infrastructures stability
According to the first stage of statistical research (statistical observation) and using
statements of the official statistical government [13] we make three threshold values for
each criterion.
The first threshold value is for normal state of CIs stability and it takes the value 1.
The second threshold value is for potentially dangerous state of GIs stability. This value
describes boundary state of CIs stability between normal and crisis and it takes value 0.
The last one threshold value is for crisis state of CIs stability. It takes value “-1”.
The main criterion of CIs protection is engineering and functional stability. And the
special criteria are shown in the table 1.
Table 1. The criteria of critical infrastructures stability and their threshold value.
№

Threshold value
«Potentially dangerous
«Normal state of CIs
state of GIs stability »
stability»
-1
0
1
Engineering stability
The criterion of explosion and fire safety
Constructions of CIs have the
Constructions of CIs have
Constructions of CIs
4th or the 5th degree of fire
the 3th degree of fire
have the first or second
resistance.
resistance.
degree of fire resistance.
The criterion of engineering safety
State of bearing structural
All structural elements
All structural elements
must be repaired
elements is emergency, state of
have some removable
defects
not bearing structural elements
is dilapidated
The criterion of engineering systems reliability
Engineering systems have fatal
Engineering systems have
Engineering systems are
disposable physical
new or renovated.
physical deterioration of
deterioration
The criterion of reliability of project design solution
Longevity of project design
Longevity of reliability of
Longevity of reliability
solution is about 20 years
project design solution is
of project design solution
about 50 years
is more than 20 years

«Crisis state of CIs stability »

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.

6.

The criterion of technological equipment safety
Technological facilities have
Technological facilities
Technological facilities
fatal physical deterioration
have curable physical
are new or renovated
deterioration
Functional stability
The criterion of CIs’ automation level
CIs are not automated

7.

CIs are partly automated

The criterion of resource safety (resource using in CIs)
There are dangerous resources
(substances or materials) in
the CIs. Regulatory
requirements are not carried
out.

8.
There are any power supply
interruptions and no backup
power supply in the CIs.
9.

10
.

CIs are automated

There are dangerous
resources in the CIs, but all
regulatory requirements are
carried out.
The criterion of energy safety
There are no power supply
interruptions and no backup
power supply in the CIs.

There are not dangerous
resources in the CIs

There are backup power
supply and no power
supply interruptions and
no in the CIs.

The criterion of environmental safety
The CIs generate waste of I,
The CIs generate waste of
The CIs generate waste
IV hazard class during its
III hazard class during its
of
functionality.
functionality.
IV, V hazard class during
its functionality.
The criterion of work safety
The requirements of GOST R
54934-2012/OHSAS
18001:2007 are not carried
out

The requirements of GOST
R 54934-2012/OHSAS
18001:2007 are carried out
partly

The requirements of
GOST R 549342012/OHSAS
18001:2007 are carried
out

There are values of specific weight for all criteria of CIs stability according to chosen
methodology in the table 2.
Table 2. The values of specific weight of CIs stability criteria.
The criterion of Cis
stability according to
table 1.
1
2
3
4
5

Specific weight
of criterion
0.0816
0.1987
0.1493
0.0778
0.1111

The criterion of Cis
stability according to
table 1.
6
7
8
9
10

Specific weight of
criterion
0.0783
0.0870
0.0844
0.0734
0.0584

4 Discussions
In our research work we try to determine some criteria, which can describe engineering and
functional stability of CIs. But we have to understand that CIs are complex system. And
after getting all information about our criteria we can’t make an evaluation of engineering
and functional stability of CIs without special formulas. So according to foreign experience
we make next algorithm (5) for evaluation stability of CIs:
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n

N , Vi N   Ni
i 1

n

n

Rstab.i  P.D, Vi P. D. %  Ci

and

i 1

V

N

i

(5)

%  Ni

i 1

n

C , Vi C   Ci
i 1

where Rstab.i. is the evaluation of engineering or functional stability according to the
N

C

criteria of CIs stability; Vi ,Vi are the specific weights of criteria, which numerical value
is in the tolerance range of normal and crisis values;

 Ni, Ci are the coefficients that

characterize the level of the normal and the crisis states of CIs.
If total weight of all criteria in the range of normal state is not less

 Ni, the state of CIs

stability is normal and Rstab.i. =N. In case when total weight of all criteria in the range of
crisis state is  Ci and more, then the state of CIs stability is critical and Rstab.i. =C. In other
cases Rstab.i. =P.D.
The value of the normal state of CIs coefficient depends of the criteria’s specific
weights. And according to our study the coefficient for engineering stability (  Neng ) is in the
range from 0.348 to 0.6185. The coefficient for functional stability (  Nfunc ) is in the range
from 0.1627 to 0.3815. The value of the crisis state of GIs coefficient depends of the
criteria’s specific weights too and the coefficient for engineering stability (  Сeng ) is in the
range from 0 to 0.1594. The coefficient for functional stability (  ) is in the range from 0
to 0.1318.
If we get other values for engineering and functional stability of CIs, than this CIs have
potentially dangerous state.
Сfunc

5 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the available tools for evaluation of CIs stability. To this end
we have reviewed advantages and disadvantages of the concept of absolute security and the
concept of acceptable risk. Moreover through an analysis of recent literature and according
to expert evaluation method we have identified the main criteria of CIs stability.
But it is obviously that for different types of CIs we have to correct these criteria using
calculated values and information which we can get during exploitation CIs. Future work
should be devoted to developing optimal system of criteria of CIs stability according to
types of CIs.
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